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Abstract. In a reversible language, any forward computation can be
undone by a finite sequence of backward steps. Reversible computing
has been studied in the context of different programming languages and
formalisms, where it has been used for debugging and for enforcing fault-
tolerance, among others. In this paper, we consider a subset of Erlang,
a concurrent language based on the actor model. We formally introduce
a reversible semantics for this language. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first attempt to define a reversible semantics for Erlang.

1 Introduction

Let us consider that the operational semantics of a programming language is
specified by a state transition relation R such that R(s, s′) holds if the state
s′ is reachable—in one step—from state s. As it is common practice, we let R∗

denote the reflexive and transitive closure ofR. Then, we say that a programming
language (or formalism) is reversible if there exists a constructive algorithm that
can be used to, given a computation from state s to state s′, in symbols R∗(s, s′),
obtain the state s from s′. In general, such a property does not hold for most
programming languages and formalisms. We refer the interested reader to, e.g.,
[3, 10, 23, 24] for a high level account of the principles of reversible computation.

The notion of reversible computation was first introduced in Landauer’s sem-
inal work [13] and, then, further improved by Bennett [2] in order to avoid the
generation of “garbage” data. The idea underlying these works is that any pro-
gramming language or formalism can be made reversible by adding the history of
the computation to each state, which is usually called a Landauer’s embedding.
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Although carrying the history of a computation might seem infeasible because
of its size, there are several successful proposals that are based on this idea. In
particular, one can restrict the original language or apply a number of analysis
in order to restrict the required information in the history as much as possible,
as in, e.g., [17, 18, 21] in the context of a functional language.

Alternatively, one can consider a restricted language where computations are
reversible without adding any additional information to the states. This is the
case, e.g., of the functional language considered in [25] or the language Janus (see
[23] and references therein). Obviously, such languages are not universal since
there are functions that cannot be represented (e.g., non-injective functions).

In this paper, we consider the former approach, the so-called Landauer’s
embedding. In particular, we aim at introducing a form of reversibility in the
context of a programming language that follows the actor model (concurrency
based on message passing), and that can be considered as a subset of the con-
current and functional language Erlang [1]. Previous approaches have mainly
considered reversibility in—mostly synchronous—concurrent calculi like CCS [7,
8], a general framework for reversibility of algebraic process calculi [19], or the
recent approach to reversible session-based π-calculus [22]. However, we can only
find a few approaches that considered the reversibility of asynchronous calculi,
e.g., Cardelli and Laneve’s reversible structures [5] or the approach based on a
rollback construct of [11, 14–16] for a higher-order asynchronous π-calculus.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first one that considers re-
versibility in the context of the functional, concurrent, and distributed language
Erlang. Here, given a running Erlang system consisting of a pool of interacting
processes, possibly distributed in several computers, we aim at allowing a single
process to undo its actions, including the interactions with other processes, fol-
lowing a rollback fashion. In this context, we must ensure causal consistency [7],
i.e., an action cannot be undone until all the actions that depend on it have been
already undone. E.g., if a process spawns another process, we cannot undo this
process spawning until all the actions performed by the new process are undone
too. This is particularly challenging in our asynchronous and distributed setting
since there is no global order for the language events. In this paper, we introduce
a rollback operator that undoes the actions of a process until a checkpoint is
reached. This could be considered as a promising basis for defining safe sessions
in a language like Erlang.

In this paper, we consider a simple Erlang-like language that can be consid-
ered a subset of Core Erlang [6]. We present the following contributions: First,
we introduce an appropriate standard semantics for the language. In contrast
to monolothic previous semantics like that in [4], our semantics is more modu-
lar, which simplifies the definition of a reversible extension. In contrast to [20],
although we follow some of the ideas in this approach (e.g., the use of a global
mailbox), we include the evaluation of expressions and, moreover, our treatment
of messages is more deterministic.3 We then introduce a reversible extension

3 E.g., in the semantics of [20], at the expression level, the transition semantics of
an expression containing a receive statement is, in principle, infinitely branching,



Module ::= module Atom = fun1, . . . , funn

fun ::= fname = fun (X1, . . . , Xn) → expr
fname ::= Atom/Integer

lit ::= Atom | Integer | F loat | [ ]
expr ::= Var | lit | fname | [expr1|expr2] | {expr1, . . . , exprn}

| call expr (expr1, . . . , exprn) | apply expr (expr1, . . . , exprn)
| case expr of clause1; . . . ; clausem end

| let Var = expr1 in expr2 | receive clause1; . . . ; clausen end

| spawn(expr, [expr1, . . . , exprn]) | expr1 ! expr2 | self()
clause ::= pat when expr1 → expr2

pat ::= Var | lit | [pat1|pat2] | {pat1, . . . , patn}

Fig. 1. Language syntax rules

of the standard semantics (basically, a Landauer’s embedding). Here, we focus
only on the concurrent actions (namely, process spawning, message sending and
receiving) and, thus, do not consider the reversibilization of the functional com-
ponent of the language; rather, we assume that the state of the process—the
current expression and its environment—is stored in the history after each ex-
ecution step. This approach could be improved following, e.g., the approaches
from [17, 18, 21]. Finally, we introduce a backward semantics that can be used
to undo the actions of a given process in a rollback fashion, until a checkpoint—
introduced by the programmer—is reached. Here, ensuring causal consistency is
essential and might propagate the rollback action to other, dependent processes.

2 Language Syntax

In this section, we present the syntax of a first-order concurrent and distributed
functional language that follows the actor model. Our language is basically equiv-
alent to a subset of Core Erlang [6].

The syntax of the language can be found in Figure 1. Here, a module is a
sequence of function definitions, where each function name f/n (atom/arity)
has an associated definition of the form fun (X1, . . . , Xn) → e. We consider that
a program consists of a single module for simplicity. The body of a function
is an expression, which can include variables, literals, function names, lists, tu-
ples, calls to built-in functions—mainly arithmetic and relational operators—,
function applications, case expressions, let bindings, and receive expressions; fur-
thermore, we also consider the functions spawn, “!” (for sending a message), and
self() that are usually considered built-in’s in the Erlang language.

Despite the general syntax in Figure 1, as mentioned before, we only consider
first order expressions. Therefore, the first expression in calls, applications and
spawns can only be function names (instead of arbitrary expressions or closures).

In this language, we distinguish expressions, patterns, and values. As men-
tioned before, expressions can include all constructs of the language. In contrast,

since their formulation allows for an infinite number of possible queues and selected
messages.



patterns are built from variables, literals, lists, and tuples. Finally, values are
built from literals, lists, and tuples, i.e., they are ground—without variables—
patterns. Expressions are denoted by e, e′, e1, e2, . . ., patterns by p, p′, p1, p2, . . .
and values by v, v′, v1, v2, . . . As it is common practice, a substitution θ is a map-
ping from variables to expressions such that Dom(θ) = {X ∈ Var | X 6= θ(X)}
is its domain. Substitutions are usually denoted by sets of mappings like, e.g.,
{X1 7→ v1, . . . , Xn 7→ vn}. Substitutions are extended to morphisms from ex-
pressions to expressions in the natural way. The identity substitution is denoted
by id. Composition of substitutions is denoted by juxtaposition, i.e., θθ′ de-
notes a substitution θ′′ such that θ′′(X) = θ′(θ(X)) for all X ∈ Var . Also,
we denote by θ[X1 7→ v1, . . . , Xn 7→ vn] the update of θ with the mapping
X1 7→ v1, . . . , Xn 7→ vn, i.e., it denotes a new substitution θ′ such that θ′(X) = vi
if X = Xi, for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and θ′(X) = θ(X) otherwise.

In a case expression “case e of p1 when e1 → e′1; . . . ; pn when en → e′n end”,
we first evaluate e to a value, say v; then, we should find (if any) the first clause
pi when ei → e′i such that v matches pi (i.e., there exists a substitution σ for the
variables of pi such that v = piσ) and eiσ—the guard—reduces to true; then,
the case expression reduces to e′iσ. Note that guards can only contain calls to
built-in functions (typically, arithmetic and relational operators).

As for the concurrent features of the language, we consider that a system
is of a pool of processes that can only interact through message sending and
receiving (i.e., there is no shared memory). Each process has an associated pid
(process identifier), which is unique in a system. For clarity, we often denote
pids with roman letters p, p′, p1, . . ., though they are considered values in our
language (i.e., atoms). By abuse of notation, when no confusion can arise, we
refer to a process with its pid.

An expression of the form spawn(f/n, [e1, . . . , en]) has, as a side effect, the
creation of a new process with a fresh pid p which is initialized with the expres-
sion apply f/n (e1, . . . , en); the expression spawn(f/n, [e1, . . . , en]) itself evalu-
ates to the new pid p. The function self() just returns the pid of the current
process. An expression of the form p ! v evaluates to the value v and, as a side
effect, stores the value v—the message—in the queue or mailbox of process p.

Finally, an expression “receive p1 when e1 → e′1; . . . ; pn when en → e′n end”
traverses the messages in the process’ queue until one of them matches a branch
in the receive statement; i.e., it should find the first message v in the process’
queue (if any) such that case v of p1 when e1 → e′1; . . . ; pn when en → e′n end

can be reduced; then, the receive expression evaluates to the same expression
to which the above case expression would be evaluated, with the additional side
effect of deleting the message v from the process’ queue. If there is no match-
ing message in the queue, the process suspends its execution until a matching
message arrives.

Example 1. Consider the program shown in Figure 2, where the symbol “ ” is
used to denote an anonymous variable, i.e., a variable whose name is not relevant.
The computation starts with “apply main/0 ().” Then, this process, say P1,
spawns two new processes, say P2 and P3, and then sends the message “world”



main/0 = fun () → let P2 = spawn(echo/0, [ ])
in let P3 = spawn(target/0, [ ])
in let = P3 ! world
in let P2 ! {P3, hello}

P1

{P3,hello} &&▼
▼▼

▼▼
▼

world // P3

P2
hello

88qqqqqq

target/0 = fun () → receive

A → receive echo/0 = fun () → receive

B → {A,B} {P,M} → P !M
end end

end

Fig. 2. A simple concurrent program

to process P3 and the message {P3, hello} to process P2, which then resends
“hello” to P3. In our language, there is no guarantee regarding which message
arrives first to P3, i.e., “apply main/0 ()” can evaluate nondeterministically to
either {hello, world} or {world, hello}. This is coherent with the semantics of
Erlang, where the only guarantee is that if two messages are sent from process
p to process p′ and both are delivered, then the order of these messages is kept.

3 The Language Semantics

In order to set precisely the framework for our proposal, in this section we
formalize the semantics of the considered language.

Definition 1 (process). A process is denoted by a tuple of the form 〈p, (θ, e), q〉
where p is the pid of the process, (θ, e) is the control of the state—which consists
of an environment (a substitution) and an expression to be evaluated—, and q
is the process’ mailbox, a FIFO queue with the sequence of messages that have
been sent to the process.

A running system is then a pool of processes, which is formally defined as follows:

Definition 2 (system). A system is denoted by Γ ;Π, where Γ is a global mail-
box of the system (see below) and Π is a pool of processes, denoted by an expres-
sion of the form 〈p1, (θ1, e1), q1〉 & · · ·& 〈pn, (θn, en), qn〉, where “&” is an asso-
ciative and commutative operator. We typically denote a system by an expression
of the form Γ ; 〈p, (θ, e), q〉&Π to point out that 〈p, (θ, e), q〉 is an arbitrary pro-
cess of the pool (thanks to the fact that “&” is associative and commutative).

The role of Γ (which is similar to the “ether” in [20]) will be clarified later,
but it is essential to guarantee that all admissible interleavings can be mod-
elled with the semantics. Here, we define Γ as a set of FIFO queues among
all (non-necessarily different) pids, i.e., Γ is made of elements of the form
(p, q, [v1, . . . , vn]), where p, q are (not necessarily different) pids and [v1, . . . , vn]
is a (possibly empty) ordered list of messages such that v1 is the oldest mes-
sage and vn is the most recent one. For simplicity, we assume that Γ is initial-
ized as follows: {(p, q, [ ]) | p, q are pids}. Then, we use the following notation:



(Var)
θ,X

τ
−→ θ, θ(X)

(Tuple)
θ, ei

ℓ
−→ θ′, e′i i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

θ, {e1, . . . , en}
ℓ

−→ θ′, {e1,i−1, e′i, ei+1,n}

(List1 )
θ, e1

ℓ
−→ θ′, e′1

θ, [e1|e2]
ℓ

−→ θ′, [e′1|e2]
(List2 )

θ, e2
ℓ

−→ θ′, e′2

θ, [e1|e2]
ℓ

−→ θ′, [e1|e′2]

(Let1 )
θ, e1

ℓ
−→ θ′, e′1

θ, let X = e1 in e2
ℓ

−→ θ′, let X = e′1 in e2
(Let2 )

θ, let X = v in e
τ

−→ θ[X 7→ v], e

(Case1 )
θ, e

ℓ
−→ θ′, e′

θ, case e of cl1; . . . ; cln end
ℓ

−→ θ′, case e′ of cl1; . . . ; cln end

(Case2 )
match(v, cl1, . . . , cln) = 〈θi, ei〉

θ, case v of cl1; . . . ; cln end
τ

−→ θθi, ei

(Call1)
θ, ei

ℓ
−→ θ′, e′i i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

θ, call op (en)
ℓ

−→ θ′, call op (e1,i−1, e′i, ei+1,n)
(Call2)

eval(op, v1, . . . , vn) = v

θ, call op (v1, . . . , vn)
τ

−→ θ, v

(Apply1 )
θ, ei

ℓ
−→ θ′, e′i i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

θ, apply a/n (en)
ℓ

−→ θ′, apply a/n (e1,i−1, e′i, ei+1,n)

(Apply2 )
µ(a/n) = fun (X1, . . . , Xn) → e

θ, apply a/n (v1, . . . , vn)
τ

−→ {X1 7→ v1, . . . , Xn 7→ vn}, e

Fig. 3. Standard semantics: evaluation of sequential expressions

Γ ∪ (p, q, v) denotes Γ \ {(p, q, vs)}∪ {(p, q, vs++[v]}, while Γ \ (p, q, v) denotes
Γ \ {(p, q, v : vs)} ∪ {(p, q, vs)}, where ++ is the list concatenation operator.

In the following, we denote by on the sequence of syntactic objects o1, . . . , on
for some n. We also write oi,j for the sequence oi, . . . , oj when i ≤ j (and the
empty sequence otherwise). We write o when the number of elements is not
relevant.

The semantics is defined by means of two transition relations: −→ for expres-
sions and 7−→ for systems. Let us first consider the labelled transition relation

−→ : (Env,Exp)× Label× (Env,Exp)

where Env and Exp are the domains of environments (i.e., substitutions) and
expressions, respectively, and Label denotes an element of the set

{τ, send(v1, v2), rec(y, cln), spawn(y, a/n, [en]), self(y)}

whose meaning will be explained below. For clarity, we divide the transition
rules of the semantics for expressions in two sets, depicted in Figures 3 and 4
for sequential and concurrent expressions, respectively.

Most of the rules are self-explanatory. In the following, we only discuss some
subtle or complex issues. In principle, the transitions are labelled either with
τ (a sequential expression) or with a label that identifies a concurrent action.
Labels are used in the system rules (Figure 5) to perform the associated side
effects.



(Send1 )
θ, e1

ℓ
−→ θ′, e′1

θ, e1 ! e2
ℓ

−→ θ′, e′1 ! e2

θ, e2
ℓ

−→ θ′, e′2

θ, e1 ! e2
ℓ

−→ θ′, e1 ! e′2

(Send2 )
θ, v1 ! v2

send(v1,v2)
−→ θ, v2

(Receive)

θ, receive cl1; . . . ; cln end
rec(y,cln)
−→ θ, y

(Spawn)
θ, spawn(a/n, [e1, . . . , en])

spawn(y,a/n,[en])
−→ θ, y

(Self )
θ, self()

self(y)
−→ θ, y

Fig. 4. Standard semantics: evaluation of concurrent expressions

In some of the rules (e.g., for evaluating tuples, lists, etc) we consider for
simplicity that elements are evaluated in a non-deterministic way. In an actual
programming language the order of evaluation of the arguments in the tuple or
list is usually fixed. E.g., in Erlang, reduction takes place from left to right.

For case evaluation, we assume an auxiliary function match which selects the
first clause, cli = (pi when e′i → ei), such that v matches pi, i.e., v = θi(pi), and
the guard holds, i.e., θθi, e

′
i −→∗ θ′, true. Note that, for simplicity, we do not

consider here the case in which the argument v matches no clause.

Function calls can either be defined in the program (apply) or be a built-in
(call). In the latter case, they are evaluated using the auxiliary function eval. In
rule Apply2 , we consider that the mapping µ stores all function definitions, i.e.,
it maps every function name a/n to its definition fun (X1, . . . , Xn) → e in the
program. As for the applications, note that we only consider first-order functions.
In order to extend our semantics to also consider higher-order functions, one
should reduce the function name to a closure of the form (θ′, fun (X1, . . . , Xn) →
e) and, then, reduce e in the environment θ′[X1 7→ v1, . . . , Xn 7→ vn]. We skip
this extension since it is orthogonal to our approach.

Let us now consider the evaluation of concurrent expressions that produce
some side effect (Figure 4). Here, we can distinguish two kinds of rules. On
the one hand, we have the rules for “!”, Send1 and Send2 . In this case, we
know locally what the expression should be reduced to (i.e., v2 in rule Send2 ).
For the remaining rules, this is not known locally and, thus, we return a fresh
distinguished symbol, y 6∈ Var (by abuse, y is dealt with as a variable), so that
the system rules will eventually bind y to its correct value. This trick allows us to
keep the rules for expressions and systems separated (i.e., the semantics shown in
Figures 3 and 4 is mostly independent from the rules in Figure 5), in contrast to
other calculi, e.g., [4], where they are combined into a single transition relation.

Let us finally consider the system rules, which are depicted in Figure 5. In
most of the rules, we consider an arbitrary system of the form Γ ; 〈p, (θ, e), q〉&Π ,
where Γ is the global mailbox and 〈p, (θ, e), q〉&Π is a pool of process that
contains at least one process 〈p, (θ, e), q〉.



(Exp)
θ, e

τ
→ θ′, e′

Γ ; 〈p, (θ, e), q〉&Π 7−→ Γ ; 〈p, (θ′, e′), q〉&Π

(Send)
θ, e

send(p′′,v)
→ θ′, e′

Γ ; 〈p, (θ, e), q〉&Π 7−→ Γ ∪ (p,p′′, v); 〈p, (θ′, e′), q〉&Π

(Receive)
θ, e

rec(y,cln)
→ θ′, e′ matchrec(cln, q) = (θi, ei, q

′)

Γ ; 〈p, (θ, e), q〉&Π 7−→ Γ ; 〈p, (θ′θi, e′{y 7→ ei}), q′〉&Π

(Spawn)
θ, e

spawn(y,a/n,[en])
→ θ′, e′ p′ is a fresh pid

Γ ; 〈p, (θ, e), q〉&Π 7−→ Γ ; 〈p, (θ′, e′{y 7→ p′}), q〉&〈p′, (θ′, apply a/n (e1, . . . , en)), [ ]〉&Π

(Self )
θ, e

self(y)
→ θ′, e′

Γ ; 〈p, (θ, e), q〉&Π 7−→ Γ ; 〈p, (θ′, e′{y 7→ p}), q〉&Π

(Sched)
α(Γ ) = (p′,p) Π = 〈p, (θ, e), q〉&Π ′

Γ ;Π 7−→ Γ \ {(p′,p, v)}; 〈p, (θ, e), v :q〉&Π ′

Fig. 5. Standard semantics: system rules

Note that, in rule Send , we add the triple (p, p′′, v) to Γ instead of adding
it to the queue of process p′′. This is necessary to ensure that all possible non-
deterministic results can be obtained (as discussed in Example 1). Observe that
e′ is usually different from v since e may have different nested operators. E.g., if
e has the form “case p ! v of {. . .},” then e′ will be “case v of {. . .}” with label
send(p, v).

In rule Receive, we use the auxiliary function matchrec to evaluate a receive
expression. The main difference with match is that matchrec also takes a queue q
and returns the modified queue q′. Then, the distinguished variable y is bound to
the expression in the selected clause, ei, and the environment is extended with
the matching substitution. If no message in the queue q matches any clause,
then the rule is not applicable and the selected process cannot be reduced (i.e.,
it suspends).

With the rules presented so far, any system will soon reach a state in which no
reduction can be performed, since messages are stored in the global mailbox, but
they are not dispatched to the queues of the processes. This is precisely the task
of the scheduler, which is modelled by rule Sched . The rule is non-deterministic,
so any scheduling policy can be modelled by the semantics. A message is selected
from the list of messages by the auxiliary function α, which can select any
arbitrary pair of (non-necessarily different) pids (p′, p). Note that we take the
oldest message in the queue—the first one in the list—, which is necessary to
ensure that “the messages sent—directly—between two given processes arrive in
the same order they were sent”, as mentioned in the previous section.

Example 2. Let us consider the program shown in Figure 6 and a possible exe-
cution trace. This trace is modelled by our semantics. For clarity, we only show



main/0 = fun () → let S = spawn(server/0, [ ])
in let = spawn(client/1, [S])
in apply client/1 (S)

server/0 = fun () → receive

{P,M} → let = P ! ack
in apply server/0 ()

end

client/1 = fun (S) → let = S ! {self(), req}
in receive

ack → ok

end

main/0

client1 spawn
++

spawn

##

server client2

receive server ! reqoo

client2 ! ack // receive

server ! req // receive ok

receive client1 ! ackoo

ok receive

Fig. 6. A simple client-server

[ ]; 〈c1, (id, apply main/0 ()), [ ]〉

7−→ . . .
7−→ [ ]; 〈c1, (σ, let = S ! {c1, req} in . . .), [ ]〉 & 〈s, (id, receive {P,M} → . . .), [ ]〉 &

〈c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉
7−→ [(c1, s, [v2])]; 〈c1, (σ, let = {c1, req} in . . .), [ ]〉 & 〈s, (id, receive {P,M} → . . .), [ ]〉 &

〈c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉
7−→ [(c1, s, [v2])]; 〈c1, (σ, receive ack → . . .), [ ]〉 & 〈s, (id, receive {P,M} → . . .), [ ]〉 &

〈c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉
7−→ [ ]; 〈c1, (σ, receive ack → . . .), [ ]〉 & 〈s, (id, receive {P,M} → . . .), [{c1, req}]〉 &

〈c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉
7−→ [ ]; 〈c1, (σ, receive ack → . . .), [ ]〉 & 〈s, (θ2, let = P ! ack in . . .), [{c1, req}]〉 &

〈c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉
7−→ [(s, c1, [ack])]; 〈c1, (σ, receive ack → . . .), [ ]〉 & 〈s, (θ2, let = ack in . . .), [{c1, req}]〉 &

〈c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉
7−→ [(s, c1, [ack])]; 〈c1, (σ, receive ack → . . .), [ ]〉 & 〈s, (θ2, apply server/0 ()), [ ]〉 &

〈c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉
7−→ [(s, c1, [ack])]; 〈c1, (σ, receive ack → . . .), [ ]〉 & 〈s, (id, receive {P,M} → . . .), [ ]〉 &

〈c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉
7−→ [ ]; 〈c1, (σ, receive ack → . . .), [ack]〉 & 〈s, (id, receive {P,M} → . . .), [ ]〉 &

〈c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉
7−→ [ ]; 〈c1, (σ, ok), [ ]〉 & 〈s, (id, receive {P,M} → . . .), [ ]〉 &

〈c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉

Fig. 7. A trace with σ = {S 7→ s}, θ2 = {P 7→ c1,M 7→ req}, and v2 = {c1, req}.

in Figure 7 the transition steps that correspond to the last two messages sent
between client1 and server .

4 Reversible Semantics

In this section, we introduce a reversible extension of the semantics defined so
far. Moreover, thanks to our modular design, the semantics for the language
expressions needs not be changed.

To be precise, in this section we introduce two transition relations:⇀ and ↽.
The first relation, ⇀, is a conservative extension of the standard semantics 7−→
(Figure 5) to also include some additional information in the states, following a
typical Landauer’s embedding. We refer to⇀ as the forward reversible semantics
(or simply the forward semantics). In contrast, the second relation, ↽, proceeds
in the backwards direction, “undoing” the actions of a single process (and, by



causal consistency, possibly propagating it to other processes). We refer to ↽
as the backward (reversible) semantics. Finally, we denote the union ⇀ ∪ ↽
by ⇋. Then, in a computation modelled with ⇋ the system mainly evolves
forwards, except for some processes that can run backwards in order to undo
some particular actions (and, afterwards, will run forwards again).

Here, we will introduce a (non-deterministic) “undo” operation (cf. rules
Undo1 and Undo2 in Figure 10) which has some similarities to, e.g., the rollback
operator of [11]. In order to delimit the scope of this operation (i.e., to determine
when to stop undoing the actions of a process), we allow the programmer to
introduce checkpoints in a program. Syntactically, they are denoted with the
built-in function check, which is used in a let expression as follows: “let =
check in expr”. Function check returns an identifier t associated to the checkpoint
(see below). In the following, we consider that the rules to evaluate the language
expressions (Figures 3 and 4) are extended with the following rule:

(Check )
θ, check

check(y)
−→ θ, y

In the next section, we will see that the only effect of a call to function check is
to add a checkpoint in the trace of a given process.

4.1 Forward Semantics

First, we introduce the forward (reversible) semantics. Since the expression rules
are the same (except for the additional rule for check mentioned above), we will
only introduce the reversible system rules, which are shown in Figure 8. Processes
now include a memory π that records the intermediate states of a process. Note
that we could optimize this in order to follow a strategy similar to that in [17,
18, 21] for the reversibility of functional expressions, but this is orthogonal to
our purpose in this paper, so we focus only on the concurrent actions.

The rules are mostly self-explanatory. Here, we use a special symbol #t

k for
checkpoints, where k denotes the type of checkpoint and t is a (unique) identifier
for the checkpoint. The checkpoints introduced by the programmer, denoted by
#t

ch, represent a safe point in the program execution, i.e., if we are undoing
the actions of a given process, we can safely stop the backward computation at
any checkpoint. Rollback operations (i.e., rules Undo1 and Undo2 in Figure 10)
and checkpoints introduced by the programmer lay the ground for defining safe
sessions whose actions can be undone if, e.g., an exception occurs before they
are completed. In practice, we distinguish three types of checkpoints:

– Checkpoints introduced by the programmer. These checkpoints correspond
to the evaluation of function check and are denoted with #ch.

– Checkpoints associated to receiving a message (#α) and spawning a pro-
cess (#sp). These checkpoints are internal and only used to ensure causal
consistency.

Also, we now assume that all messages v are transformed into a tuple {t, v}
where t is a unique identifier for this message. Consequently, receive expressions



(Internal)
θ, e

τ
→ θ′, e′

Γ ; 〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉&Π ⇀ Γ ; 〈τ (θ, e) :π,p, (θ′, e′), q〉&Π

(Check)
θ, e

check(y)
→ θ′, e′ and t is fresh

Γ ; 〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉&Π ⇀ Γ ; 〈check(θ, e) :#t

ch :π,p, (θ
′, e′{y 7→ t}), q〉&Π

(Receive)
θ, e

rec(y,cln)
→ θ′, e′ matchrec(cln, q) = (θi, ei, q

′, t)

Γ ; 〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉&Π ⇀ Γ ; 〈rec(θ, e, q) :π,p, (θ′θi, e′{y 7→ ei}), q′〉&Π

(Send)
θ, e

send(p′′,v)
→ θ′, e′ and t is fresh

Γ ; 〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉&Π ⇀ Γ ∪ (p,p′′, {t, v}); 〈send(p′′, θ, e,t) :π,p, (θ′, e′), q〉&Π

(Spawn)
θ, e

spawn(y,a/n,[e1,...,en])
→ θ′, e′ p′ is a fresh pid and t is fresh

Γ ; 〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉&Π ⇀ Γ ; 〈spawn(θ, e,p′) :π,p, (θ′, e′{y 7→ p′}), q〉
&〈[ ],p′, (θ, (apply a/n (e1, . . . , en)), [ ]〉&Π

(Self )
θ, e

self(y)
→ θ′, e′

Γ ; 〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉&Π ⇀ Γ ; 〈self(θ, e) :π,p, (θ′, e′{y 7→ p}), q〉&Π

(Sched)
α(Γ ) = (p′,p) Π = 〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉&Π ′

Γ ;Π ⇀ Γ \ (p′,p, {t, v}); 〈α(p′,p, {t, v}) :π,p, (θ, e), {t, v} :q〉&Π ′

Fig. 8. Reversible semantics: system rules

should ignore this part of the message when matching with the corresponding
patterns.

Example 3. Consider again the program shown in Figure 6, where the function
client/1 is now defined as follows:

client/1 = fun (S) → let = check in let = S ! {self(), req}
in receive ack → ok end

and the execution trace shown in Figure 7. The corresponding forward (re-
versible) computation is shown in Figure 9.

4.2 Backward Semantics

Now, we present the backward semantics. The rules can be split into two groups:
the ones required to trigger, manage, and finish a rollback operation, and the
ones that actually perform the backward computation.

We denote a process running backwards with ⌊p⌋Ψ , where Ψ is the set of
pending checkpoints that the backward computation of p has to go through
before resuming its forward computation. For instance, a process of the form
⌊p⌋{#t

ch
} should go backwards until a checkpoint #t

ch is found in its trace, a
process ⌊p⌋{#t

α
} should go backwards until an event of the form α(. . . , {t, }) is

found in its trace, and a process ⌊p⌋{#t

sp}
should go backwards until its initial



[ ]; 〈[ ], c1, (id, apply main/0 ()), [ ]〉

⇀ . . .
⇀ [ ]; 〈πi, c1, (σ, let = check in . . .), [ ]〉 & 〈π′

i
, s, (id, receive {P,M} → . . .), [ ]〉 &

〈π′′
i
, c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉

⇀ [ ]; 〈check(σ, let = check in . . .) :#
t1
ch
:πi, c1, (σ, let = t1 in . . .), [ ]〉 &

〈π′
i
, s, (id, receive {P,M} → . . .), [ ]〉 & 〈π′′

i
, c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉

⇀ [ ]; 〈τ(σ, let = t1 in . . .) :check(σ, let = check in . . .) :#
t1
ch
:πi,

c1, (σ, let = S ! {c1, req} in . . .), [ ]〉 &

〈π′
i
, s, (id, receive {P,M} → . . .), [ ]〉 & 〈π′′

i
, c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉

⇀ [(c1, s, [{t2, v2}])]; 〈send(s, σ, let = S ! {c1, req} in . . . , t2) :τ(σ, let = t1 in . . .)

:check(σ, let = check in . . .) :#
t1
ch
:πi, c1, (σ, let = {c1, req} in . . .), [ ]〉 &

〈π′
i
, s, (id, receive {P,M} → . . .), [ ]〉 & 〈π′′

i
, c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉

⇀ [(c1, s, [{t2, v2}])]; 〈τ(σ, let = {c1, req} in . . .) : send(s, σ, let = S ! {c1, req} in . . . , t2) :τ(σ, let = t1 in . . .)

:check(σ, let = check in . . .) :#
t1
ch
:πi, c1, (σ, receive ack → . . .), [ ]〉 &

〈π′
i
, s, (id, receive {P,M} → . . .), [ ]〉 & 〈π′′

i
, c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉

⇀ [ ]; 〈τ(σ, let = {c1, req} in . . .) : send(s, σ, let = S ! {c1, req} in . . . , t2) :τ(σ, let = t1 in . . .)

:check(σ, let = check in . . .) :#
t1
ch
:πi, c1, (σ, receive ack → . . .), [ ]〉 &

〈α(c1, s, {t2, v2}) :π
′
i
, s, (id, receive {P,M} → . . .), [{t2, {c1, req}}]〉 &

〈π′′
i
, c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉

⇀ [ ]; 〈τ(σ, let = {c1, req} in . . .) : send(s, σ, let = S ! {c1, req} in . . . , t2) :τ(σ, let = t1 in . . .)

:check(σ, let = check in . . .) :#
t1
ch
:πi, c1, (σ, receive ack → . . .), [ ]〉 &

〈rec(id, receive {P,M} → . . . , [{t2, {c1, req}}]) :α(c1, s, {t2, v2}) :π
′
i
,

s, (θ2, let = P ! ack in . . .), [ ]〉 & 〈π′′
i
, c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉

⇀ . . .

Fig. 9. A (partial) trace with the forward reversible semantics.

state is reached (i.e., it should be completely undone). Furthermore, a process
may have a set with several pending checkpoints coming from different rollback
operations. Once a checkpoint is reached, it is removed from set Ψ . When Ψ = ∅,
the process p can resume its forward computation (from the last checkpoint).

Let us now explain the rules shown in Figure 10, whose purpose is to mark
(or unmark) a process for backward computation. The first two rules, Undo1
and Undo2 , are used to introduce a new rollback for a checkpoint #t

ch for some
t.

A backward computation ends when there are no pending checkpoints in the
set (rule Stop1 ) or when we reach a process with an empty trace and a spawn
checkpoint #t

sp in the set of pending checkpoints, so that the process is removed
from the system (rule Stop2 ).

Finally, if we reach a checkpoint #t

ch in the trace of a process running back-
wards, we can either remove it from the set of pending checkpoints (rule Check )
or just ignore it when it was not in the set of pending checkpoints (rule Discard).4

Let us now discuss the rules for performing backward computations, which
are shown in Figure 11. In general, these rules are applied whenever the term
located at the top of the computation history π is an event associated to a
sequential or concurrent expression (i.e., when it is not a checkpoint). These
terms are deleted from the trace when any of these rules is applied.

In general, all rules restore the control (and sometimes also the queue) of a
process. In order to reverse the creation of a process, rule Spawn marks the child

4 Note that this may happen often since the evaluation of each function check intro-
duces a checkpoint #t

ch no matter whether a rollback operation is run or not.



(Undo1 ) Γ ; 〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉&Π ↽ Γ ; ⌊〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉⌋#t

ch
&Π

(Undo2 ) Γ ; ⌊〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉⌋Ψ &Π ↽ Γ ; ⌊〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉⌋Ψ∪#t

ch
&Π

(Stop1 ) Γ ; ⌊〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉⌋∅ &Π ↽ Γ ; 〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉&Π

(Stop2 ) Γ ; ⌊〈[ ],p, (θ, e), q〉⌋{#t

sp}
&Π ↽ Γ ;Π

(Check) Γ ; ⌊〈#t

ch :π,p, (θ, e), q〉⌋Ψ∪#t

ch
&Π ↽ Γ ; ⌊〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉⌋Ψ &Π

(Discard) Γ ; ⌊〈#t

ch :π,p, (θ, e), q〉⌋Ψ &Π ↽ Γ ; ⌊〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉⌋Ψ &Π if #t

ch 6∈ Ψ

Fig. 10. Backward semantics: rules for dealing with rollbacks

process with checkpoint #p′

sp . The child process will then run backwards until,
eventually, its trace is empty and rule Stop2 removes it from the system.

For undoing the sending of a message, rule Send1 removes a message from Γ
when the message has not been delivered yet. Here, we use the operator “\\” to
denote the removal of a message no matter its position (in contrast to “\” which
always removes the oldest message of the list, i.e., the first one). Otherwise, rule
Send2 propagates the backward computation to the receiver process by adding
#t

α as a pending checkpoint of the receiver process (t identifies the message).
This will cause the receiver process to undo all the actions that it has performed
since it received the message, thus ensuring causal consistency.

Observe that, at first glance, one may think rule Receive should also introduce
some new rollback operation for causal consistency. However, if we take a closer
look, we will realize that receiving a message in our context is just about pro-
cessing the message, and not actually receiving it. In fact, the processed message
could have been delivered to the process mailbox a long time ago, and triggering
a backward computation on the sending process would be unnecessary.

It is actually rules Sched1 and Sched2 that take care of dealing with terms of
the form α(p′′, p, {t, v}) in a trace. When the rollback was introduced by another
process (in rule Send2 ), rule Sched1 removes the corresponding message {t, v}
from the process queue and deletes the checkpoint #t

α from the set of pending
checkpoints. No further action is required; actually, when the process p′′ that
triggered rule Send2 resumes its forward computation, the same message v (with
a different identifier t′) will be delivered again to process p. When the rollback
was not introduced using rule Send2 , i.e., there is no checkpoint #t

α in Ψ , then
Sched2 proceeds as before but also adds the message (p′′, p, {t, v}) to the global
mailbox Γ . Then, when this process resumes its forward computation, the same
message will again be delivered by the scheduler. Here, the operator ∪ is used
to add messages to the head of the corresponding list instead of to its end, i.e.,
Γ ∪ (p, q, {t, v}) denotes Γ \ {(p, q, vs)} ∪ {(p, q, {t, v} : vs)}.

In both cases, we aim at eventually producing a system that could have been
obtained from the initial state using only forward steps.



(Internal) Γ ; ⌊〈τ (θ, e) :π, p, (θ′, e′), q〉⌋Ψ &Π ↽ Γ ; ⌊〈π, p, (θ, e), q〉⌋Ψ &Π

(Check) Γ ; ⌊〈check(θ, e) :π, p, (θ′, e′), q〉⌋Ψ &Π ↽ Γ ; ⌊〈π, p, (θ, e), q〉⌋Ψ &Π

(Receive) Γ ; ⌊〈rec(θ, e, q) :π,p, (θ′, e′), q′〉⌋Ψ &Π ↽ Γ ; ⌊〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉⌋Ψ &Π

(Send1 )
Γ ; ⌊〈send(p′′, θ, e,t) :π,p, (θ′, e′), q〉⌋Ψ &Π ↽ Γ ′; ⌊〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉⌋Ψ &Π

if (p,p′′, {t, v}) occurs in Γ, with Γ ′ = Γ \\(p,p′′, v, t)

(Send2 )
Γ ; ⌊〈send(p′′, θ, e, t) :π,p, (θ′, e′), q〉⌋Ψ & 〈π′′,p′′, (θ′′, e′′), q′′〉&Π

↽ Γ ; ⌊〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉⌋Ψ & ⌊〈π′′,p′′, (θ′′, e′′), q′′〉⌋#t

α
&Π

if (p,p′′, {t, v}) does not occur in Γ

(Spawn)
Γ ; ⌊〈spawn(θ, e,p′′) :π,p, (θ′, e′), q〉⌋Ψ & 〈π′′,p′′, (θ′′, e′′), q′′)〉&Π

↽ Γ ; ⌊〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉⌋Ψ & ⌊〈π′′,p′′, (θ′′, e′′), q′′)〉⌋
#

p′′

sp
&Π

(Self ) Γ ; ⌊〈self(θ, e) :π,p, (θ′, e′), q〉⌋Ψ &Π ↽ Γ ; ⌊〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉⌋Ψ &Π

(Sched1 ) Γ ; ⌊〈α(p′′,p, {t, v}) :π,p, (θ, e), {t, v} :q〉⌋Ψ∪#t

α
&Π ↽ Γ ; ⌊〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉⌋Ψ &Π

(Sched2 )
Γ ; ⌊〈α(p′′,p, {t, v}) :π,p, (θ, e), {t, v} :q〉⌋Ψ &Π

↽ Γ ∪ (p′′,p, {t, v}); ⌊〈π,p, (θ, e), q〉⌋Ψ &Π if #t

α 6∈ Ψ

Fig. 11. Backward semantics: Rules for backward computation.

Example 4. Consider the forward execution trace shown in Figure 9. A corre-
sponding backward computation is shown in Figure 12.

The soundness of our reversible semantics can be stated as follows: i) every
forward step can be reversed; ii) every system reached during a computation
with ⇋, could have been reached with ⇀ from the initial system.

5 Discussion

We have defined a reversible semantics for a first-order subset of Erlang. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to define a reversible semantics
for Erlang. As mentioned in the introduction, the closest to our work is the
debugging approach based on a rollback construct of [11, 14–16], but it is de-
fined in the context of a higher-order asynchronous π-calculus. Also, we share
some similarities with the checkpointing technique for fault-tolerant distributed
computing of [9, 12], although the aim is different (they aim at defining a new
language rather than extending an existing one).

As future work, we plan to formally study the correctness of our calculi, as
claimed at the end of the previous section. Also, we would like to extend the
Erlang language with a new construct for safe sessions so that all the actions in
a session can be undone when the session aborts, which has a great potential to
automate the fault-tolerance capabilities of the language Erlang.



[ ]; ⌊〈τ(σ, let = {c1, req} in . . .) : send(s, σ, let = S ! {c1, req} in . . . , t2) :τ(σ, let = t1 in . . .)

:check(σ, let = check in . . .) :#
t1
ch
:πi, c1, (σ, receive ack → . . .), [ ]〉⌋

#
t1
ch

&

〈rec(id, receive {P,M} → . . . , [{t2, {c1, req}}]) :α(c1, s, {t2, v2}) :π
′
i
,

s, (θ2, let = P ! ack in . . .), [ ]〉 & 〈π′′
i
, c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉

↽ [ ]; ⌊〈send(s, σ, let = S ! {c1, req} in . . . , t2) :τ(σ, let = t1 in . . .)

:check(σ, let = check in . . .) :#
t1
ch
:πi, c1, (σ, let = {c1, req} in . . .), [ ]〉⌋

#
t1
ch

&

〈rec(id, receive {P,M} → . . . , [{t2, {c1, req}}]) :α(c1, s, {t2, v2}) :π
′
i
,

s, (θ2, let = P ! ack in . . .), [ ]〉 & 〈π′′
i
, c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉

↽ [ ]; ⌊〈τ(σ, let = t1 in . . .)

:check(σ, let = check in . . .) :#
t1
ch
:πi, c1, (σ, let = S ! {c1, req} in . . . , t2), [ ]〉⌋

#
t1
ch

&

⌊〈rec(id, receive {P,M} → . . . , [{t2, {c1, req}}]) :α(c1, s, {t2, v2}) :π
′
i
,

s, (θ2, let = P ! ack in . . .), [ ]〉⌋
#

t2
α

& 〈π′′
i
, c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉

↽ [ ]; ⌊〈check(σ, let = check in . . .) :#
t1
ch
:πi, c1, (σ, let = t1 in . . .), [ ]〉⌋

#
t1
ch

&

⌊〈rec(id, receive {P,M} → . . . , [{t2, {c1, req}}]) :α(c1, s, {t2, v2}) :π
′
i
,

s, (θ2, let = P ! ack in . . .), [ ]〉⌋
#

t2
α

& 〈π′′
i
, c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉

↽ [ ]; ⌊〈#
t1
ch
:πi, c1, (σ, let = check in . . .), [ ]〉⌋

#
t1
ch

&

⌊〈rec(id, receive {P,M} → . . . , [{t2, {c1, req}}]) :α(c1, s, {t2, v2}) :π
′
i
,

s, (θ2, let = P ! ack in . . .), [ ]〉⌋
#

t2
α

& 〈π′′
i
, c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉

↽ [ ]; ⌊〈πi, c1, (σ, let = check in . . .), [ ]〉⌋∅ &
⌊〈rec(id, receive {P,M} → . . . , [{t2, {c1, req}}]) :α(c1, s, {t2, v2}) :π

′
i
,

s, (θ2, let = P ! ack in . . .), [ ]〉⌋
#

t2
α

& 〈π′′
i
, c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉

↽ [ ]; 〈πi, c1, (σ, let = check in . . .), [ ]〉 &
⌊〈rec(id, receive {P,M} → . . . , [{t2, {c1, req}}]) :α(c1, s, {t2, v2}) :π

′
i
,

s, (θ2, let = P ! ack in . . .), [ ]〉⌋
#

t2
α

& 〈π′′
i
, c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉

↽ [ ]; 〈πi, c1, (σ, let = check in . . .), [ ]〉 &
⌊〈α(c1, s, {t2, v2}) :π

′
i
, s, (id, receive {P,M} → . . .), [{t2, {c1, req}}]〉⌋

#
t2
α

&

〈π′′
i
, c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉

↽ [ ]; 〈πi, c1, (σ, let = check in . . .), [ ]〉 &
⌊〈π′

i
, s, (id, receive {P,M} → . . .), [ ]〉⌋∅ & 〈π′′

i
, c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉

↽ [ ]; 〈πi, c1, (σ, let = check in . . .), [ ]〉 &
〈π′

i
, s, (id, receive {P,M} → . . .), [ ]〉 & 〈π′′

i
, c2, (σ, ok), [ ]〉

Fig. 12. A (partial) trace with the backward reversible semantics.
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